
Distributed by:

Model: SC385

670sttawriA

62dBaSound Level (dBa)

Waterlift (mm) 3352

Airflow, I/s 

Technical         ECS w/ Domel

Motor Specification

Maximum 

BEAM Platinum SC385
The BEAM Serenity SC385 is the most 
powerful mid-size power unit which is ideal 
for medium size homes, large apartments,
and townhouses. The SC385 is by far our
best performing mid-size unit for the ultimate
clean with minimal sound.

Ultimate clean, minimal sound

64.65I/s

89cm x 28cmSize  

5.7” Domel

12/1000m2

Longest Pipe Run 100m

Type of Filtration Self-cleaning filter
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Translucent Bucket

The extra large translucent bucket helps you 
to monitor the dirt level without having to 
disconnect the bucket. 

Sure Seal Twist Lock

The twist lock contains the dirt within the 
bucket and allows for easy disposal of the 
contents.

BEAM Platinum

Utility Valve

Convenient utility valve lets you easily clean 
in the area around the vacuum unit without 
having to connect to an inlet valve in the wall.  

By-Pass Motors

Two 5.7 by-pass motors for an extremely strong 
performance creating 1200 air watts of suction.

Dual Muffler

 cantly reduces motor noise able to 
vacuum without waking up the neighbourhood.

Self Cleaning Filter

The exclusive BEAM Self Cleaning Filter with 
GORE-TEX ™  lters 98% of particles 
at 0.3 microns, without the need of ever 

 lter bags.  The BEAM 
Self Cleaning Filter protects the  motor for 
prolonged product life, keeping 
superior suction performance 
over time.
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